Minutes from 15th September

Running of the project
-

-

coordinator submitted the Progress Report to the National Agency at the end of
August
we are asked for completion: all partners should have on their school websites the
information about the project. I think you can use logo of Erasmus+ and the name
and number of the project with link www.asapagri.cz for more information.
the coordinator ask all partners for:

1. to put more photos on the project websites. So please, if you have some, please send
it to me. We should add more information on the project websites. It is hard to do when
we are not allowed to realise Transnational Learning Activities but I have some idea (see
bellow).
2. to add more photos and information on Facebook.
3. to calculate cost related with to the project - with project meeting in the UK (Karolina
have sent them, thank you) and with project management from the beginning of the
project - September 2019 till the end of August 2020. Please, send me copies of invoices
and other bills (plane tickets, travel costs, salaries,....)
-

we must think about the further realisation of the project

-

we should try to set up the terms for the Transnational Learning Activities. The
meeting in the Czech Republic should be in April 2021 from April 12th til 16th (it
should be the exhibition TechAgro). The last Transnational Learning Activities will be
at the end of September. And the question is: are we able to arrange one meeting at
the second half of June instead of the cancelled meeting in Sweden?
please, discus this term at your schools and let me know ASAP

-

because of cancelled Transnational Learning Activities it is needed to work on the
project activities virtual

- suggestion: to prepare questionnaires for teachers and students
1. students – their motivation for studding agriculture and about their opinion about
the future of agriculture
2. teachers – their position at schools and situation in agricultural education
-

to prepare suggestion for the questions and send them to the coordinator till 18 th
December, it will be discussed and completed on the next on-line meeting

-

if somebody reads an interesting article or watchs an interesting video connected
with the project topic , we could share it on Facebook and on project websites. Of
course with information source and link. Or if you would have an excursion with your
students, it would be good to put on a few sentences and photos or video on
Facebook and project website.

Project dissemination
-

-

Please share it with your students in order to make it more visible:
https://www.facebook.com/ASAP-The-agricultural-students-are-preparing-forIndustry-40-100105068087951/?view_public_for=100105068087951
the physical EUROPEA International meeting in Germany is canceled and they are
making the online webinars instead, maybe we can make an workshop/webinar
about our project? Deadline 18th September – the coordinator will contact Gerd
Ascher (who is in charge of online meeting) ASAP and confirm workshop/webinar
about our project.

Next on-line meeting
Term:

